













Comprehensive Grammar of the English Language?Longman,????:????????????????????
??????????
Prefixes :
???Negative prefixes: a-, dis-, in-, non-, un-
???Reversative or privative prefixes: de-, dis-, un-
???Pejorative prefixes: mal-, mis-, pseudo-
???Prefixes of degree or size: arch-, co-, hyper-, mini-, out-, over-, sub-, super-, sur-, ultra-, under-
???Prefixes of orientation and attitude: anti-, contra-, counter-, pro-
???Locative prefixes: fore-, inter-, sub-, super-, trans-
???Prefixes of time and order: ex-, fore-, post-, pre-, re-
???Number prefixes: bi-, di-, poly-, multi-, semi-, demi-, tri-, uni-, mono-
???Miscellaneous neo-classical prefixes: auto-, extra-, neo-, paleo-, pan-, proto-, tele-, vice-
????Conversion prefixes: a-, be-, en-, em-
????????????Negative prefixes??????????? un-???????Reversative or
privative prefixes????? un-???????????????
????un-?Negative prefix?
‘not’, ‘the converse of’, combines fairly freely with adjectives and participles; eg: unfair, unwise, unforget-
?????? ??????????????????????????
?????? ? ??????? ??????
?? ???
? ?????????????????????
??????????????? ?????????? ????? ??
table; unassuming, unexpected.
????un-?Reversative or privative prefix?
???‘reversing the action’, combines fairly freely with verbs; eg: undo, untie, unzip, unpack, unwrap;
???‘depriving of’,‘releasing from’, ‘degrading’, combines limitedly with nouns, turning them into verbs;
thus unseal, unhorse, unmask, unman.
????????? un-?negative prefix???????????????????????????
??????????? fair vs. unfair, wise vs. unwise, forgettable vs. unforgettable, assuming vs. unassum-








??? ????????????????? ??? ????
????????Croft???????????, Dixon????????????????, Langacker??????, Ross??????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
????a. This flower is red./ She is pretty (to look at).???????












?????????????????? un-??un-?UN???: unhappy, uneaten, unsmiling??????






Horn????????????? Cruse????????? e-pos and e-neg ?????????Horn?????:
????????????????????????????
Jespersen (1917) and Zimmer (1964) review a number of early discussions of negative affixation that
demonstrate what Wundt (1886) labels the Unlustaffekte of negatively affixed forms in particular and
negation in general. In German, Swedish, French and English, as these lexical studies demonstrate, dis-
proportionately many negatively affixed adjectives are depreciatory, derogatory or evaluatively negative
in denotation or connotation. Following Cruse (1980), I adopt e-pos and e-neg as shorthand for evalu-
atively/emotionally positive and negative, respectively.
????Horn?????:?????????????????????????????















A comparatively modern word: not found before 17th cent. Apparently < CAN v . in sense‘to know how,
be able’, or the derived Stots noun CAN n , ‘knowledge, skill’+ -Y suffix: compare Swedish kunning.
Canny, conny , thus originally was nearly = cunnand, cunning in its primary sense. But it has developed
an extensive series of meanings, two or three of which are in common use in English literature to denote
qualities considered characteristically Scottish. It is also current in the North of English as far south as




??a. Knowing, sagacious, judicious, prudent; wary, cautions. Sc. arch.??????
b. sp. Cautions in worldly matters, worldly wise, shrewd, having a constant eye to the main change.?A some-
what sneering application of the scotch ward by English writers to ‘a low prudence or roguish sagacity, which
southern people are pleased to attribute to their northern kinsfolk.’?Chambers’s Jrnl.?. Perh. from Scott’s use.
? ?Cunning, artful, wily. Sc. Obs. Or arch.??????
??Skillful, clever, ‘cunning’?in the old sense?. Canny wife: ‘wise woman’, midwife?Fr. femme sage?; hence
canny moment: moment of childbirth. Sc. arch.
? ?Supernaturally wise, endowed with occult or magical power. Sc. Obs.??????
?a?She was ne’er ca’d chancy, but canny and slim.??????A. Ross Rock & Wee Pickle Tow?Jam.?
?b?His popular epithet soon came to be Canny Elsh??????SCOTT Black Dwarf iv. In Tales of my Landlord
1st Ser. I.??.
? ?a. Lucky, fortunate, prosperous. Sc. Obs.??????
b. Lucky or safe to meddle with. Sc.??????
?. Careful, frugal thrifty.?An archaic Sc. sense, which has been taken up in English to characterize a quality
considered specially Scotch.?
?. a. Careful or cautions in motion or action; hence , quiet, gentle, ‘soft’ of speech; free from commotion, distur-
bance, or noise. Said of persons or animals, in their action, speech, or disposition; and also applied to things, as
running water, the sea, wind, etc.?The usual sense in modern Scotch.???????























?. Quiet, easy, snug, comfortable, pleasant, cosy.??????
?. Agreeable to the eyes or perception, tidy, seemly, comely; good, worthy, ‘nice’, very satisfactory. In the north
of England?in some parts pronounced conny?a general epithet of approbation or satisfaction, as in ‘Canny
Newcastle’, ‘the Canny Town’. In N. Lancashire, ‘of good size or mount’.?Cf. the vulgar‘a tidy bit of money’,




search?Oxford University Press,????????????uncanny??? canny???????????
???????????canny? uncanny????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
[OALD 7] canny: intelligent, careful and showing good judgement, especially in business or politics: a canny
politician, a canny move
[CEDAL 3] canny: A canny person is clever and able to think quickly. You can also describe a person’s behav-
ior as canny. He was far too canny to risk giving himself away .
[LDOCE] canny: (1) clever, careful, and not easily deceived, especially in business or politics; a canny political
advisor , (2) nice, good-used in Scotland: a canny lass
[LAAD] canny: smart, careful, not easily deceived and understanding a situation very well, especially in busi-
ness or politics [SYN] shrewd: canny marketing techniques
?????????? http : //www.alc.co.jp/???????????????????????
????a. canny ability ????????
??????????? un-???????????????????????
b. canny about ??????????????
c. canny advice ???????????????????
d. canny observer ??????
e. canny politician ?????????









??????????????????: She has an?sensitivity to others’ feelings.?????????
???????????????????????????????????:????????????????
??????????????????????????c?????????????????????????
OED ?? uncanny? canny???????????????????????????
a. orig. Sc. and north.
? . Mischievous, malicious.
-Sum now, vncannie sawers, sew sum causes of contentioun betuene the Chanceller and the Gouernour.??????
?. Careless, incautious.
-I [was] made hopefull he would not suffer it to be spoiled by the imprudencie of mony uncannie hands which
are about it.??????
-Uncanny, giddy, careless, imprudent.??????
? . Unreliable, not to be trusted.
-It was thought meet...to make all, without dinn. March forward, leist his unkannie trewes-men should light on
to call [=drive] them up in their rear.??????
-You’re an hawk of an uncanny nest.??????
?. Of persons: not quite safe to trust to, or have dealings with, as being associated with supernatural arts or pow-
ers.
-For this some ca’d him an uncanny wight; The clash gaed round, ‘he had the second sight’.??????
?? ??????????????? ??????????
-I wish she binna uncanny! Her words dinna seem to come in God’s name, or like other folk’s.??????
-These gipsies were a queer uncanny folk.??????
-The Mongols...were inclined to think him uncanny.??????
b. Partaking of a supernatural character; mysterious, weird, uncomfortably strange or unfamiliar?Common
from c?????
-If men, gentlemen born, will read uncanny books, why they must resolve to reap what they sow.??????
-We walked in and out, and took again and again a fresh look at the uncanny stones.??????
-A slate quarry under the cliff---a scene of uncanny grandeur.??????
c. In comb. uncanny-looking adj.
-Between the hill of Ophel and the strange, uncanny-looking village of Siloam.??????
-Frightened at her uncanny-looking companion’s strange talk.??????
?. Unpleasantly, severe or hard
-Whinstanes..Many thole the prancing feet o’naigs, Nor ever fear uncanny hotches Frae clumsy carts or hackney-
coaches.??????
-I rode whip and spur to fetch the chevalier.. ; and an uncanny coup I gat for my pains.??????
?. Dangerous, unsafe
-Thus wi’uncanny pranks he fights.??????
-He said it was uncanny, and would certainly have felt it very uncomfortable, not to welcome the new year in
the midst of his family and a few old friends.??????










?????????Of persons: not quite safe to trust to, or have dealings with, as being associated with su-





?????????????????????????????b. Partaking of a supernatural character;








???????c. In comb. uncanny-looking adj.???????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
?. Unpleasantly, severe or hard????????????????????????????????. Danger-
ous, unsafe?????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????






[OALD 7] uncanny: strange and difficult to explain [SYN] WIERD: I had an uncanny feeling I was being
watched. It was uncanny really, almost as if she knew what I was thinking . adv.: wired He looked
uncannily like someone I knew .
[CEDAL 3] uncanny: If you describe something as uncanny, you mean that it is strange and difficult to explain.
The hero, Danny, bears an uncanny resemblance to Kirk Douglas... I had this uncanny feeling that
Alice was warning me. uncannily: They have uncannily similar voices .
[LDOCE] uncanny: very strange and difficult to explain: an uncanny coincidence















????a. uncanny feeling ??????
b. have an uncanny sense ?????????
c. uncanny relationship ????
?????????????????????????e-neg??
????a. uncanny beings ??????
b. uncanny silence?calm? ???????





d. have the uncanny impression ???????
??????????????????????
????a. uncanny accuracy ?????????????????????????????
????????????????????
b. uncanny coincidence ?????????????????????????????
?????
c. uncanny instinct ?????????????????????????????
d. uncanny precision ????????????
e. uncanny resemblance ?????????????????????????????
???
??????????? un-???????????????????????
f. have an uncanny degree of empathy for ?????????????????????????
???????????????
?????????????????????e-pos??
????a. uncanny ability ??????????????????????????
??????????????????????
????a. uncanny beauty of ?????????
b. have uncanny knack of ??????????????????????????????























????a. Am I my brother’s keeper? (Genesis 4,9) [=I am not.]
b. Me tell a lie! [=I cannot tell a lie.]
c. I am a rogue if I drunke to-day. (Sh., I Henry IV 2.4.169) [=I did not drink.]
d. I’m dashed if I know. [=I don’t know.]
e. If there isn’t Captain Donnithorne a-coming into the yard! (G. Eliot, Adam Bede) [=He is coming.]
f. (You) see if I don’t. [=I will.]
g. Catch me going there! [=I am not going.]
h. Mr. Copperfield was teaching me. --- Much he knew of it himself! (Dickens, David Copperfield )
i. When the devil was ill the devil a monk would be.
When the devil got well, the devil a monk was he.???
????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????He has money enough.???????????At that time he had money enough./
I wish he had money enough./ If he had money enough.../I wish he had had money enough.????????








The most (1) uncanny experience I ever had looking into the eyes portrayed by an artist occurred when I
was photographing “The reliquary of San Rossore,” a sculpture by Donatello in a chapel of the church of
Santo Stefano dei Cavalieri in Pisa. Fortunately, the Sacristan permitted me to spend as much time as I
wanted to photograph it from every angle. At one point, when I focus my camera for a close-up of the
face, (2) I gasped in astonishment. Looking through my viewfinder at the eyes of the sculpture, I had the
feeling that I was looking into the soul of Donatello himself. The eyes of Donatello’s sculptures of
prophets and other religious figures had always intrigued me, for they seemed to be looking (3) at some
spiritual reality that the ordinary mortals could not see. But somehow these eyes were different. (4) I
could not explain why, but the close-up view of (5) the face mesmerized me and it proved to be one of














??Just because you heal really fast and can see the departed and you have this uncanny ability to convince the
most mundane of persons to try to kill you --” [FIC, Bk: ThirdGraveDead]
??knew early on that he didn’t have many skills in life save for an uncanny memory, so he established the rit-
ual back in the 1950 s, knowing the status-seeking [FIC, Bk: FifteenDigitsNovel]
??with a thump of her heart against her ribs. Her baby sister had an uncanny way of knowing when Venus




knack, precision, prescience, resemblance, skill, speed????????similarities? similarity?????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????
??????: ability, knack, knowledge?????????????????: accuracy, precision, resem-
blance, similarities, coincidences, inseparability, parallels?????????????: feeling, impression,
instinct, mind, confidence, desire??????????: prescience, foresight?????????????
????????????????????????un-, in-, non-?????? moral???????
???????????? un-???????????????: unable, unhealthy????????



















???????????? unmoral??????cf. irreligious, unreligious;immaterial, unmaterial???
??in-, un-??????????????????????????????????? non-???







??? ????? ? ?????????????????????
???????:??????un-????????????????????????????????















ster’s???????? canny??????Scot a: fortunate, lucky, b: free from weird qualities or unnatural pow-
ers: safe to deal with?used in a negative constr. <the glen looked like something not?>, c: wise in supernatu-






??????????Webster’s?ibid .??? uncanny? mysterious???????????????
??? canny? uncanny??????????????????
??? ?????????????
?????????????????Stiffel??????, Paradis??????, Traugott??????, Shindo
??????????????????????????? dead??????????????????
????????????????? completeness? totality?????????????????





?????????? nice?simple, stupid??????????????????????? Chaucer?
???simple, stupid, ignorant, ludicrous, scrupulous, particular??????????? Shakespeare???








???The Word Detective: Words and Language in a Humorous Vein on the web since?????http : //www
?? ??????????????? ??????????
.word-detective.com/2009/01/cannyuncanny/????Canny/Uncanny????????????????
????“Dear Word Detective: I am a confessed crossword puzzle addict. Recently, I noticed both ‘canny’





??????????????????????: v???The Artful Universe ??????????????????
Anthropologists and social scientists have traditionally laid great stress upon the diversity of human ar-
tistic and social activity, but largely ignored the common features of existence that derive from the uni-
versality of our cosmic environment, and the necessary features that life-supporting environments must
display. Just as science has for too long focused almost exclusively upon the regularities and simplicities
of the world at the expense of the irregularities and complexities, so our contemplation of the arts has
over-indulged the diversities and unpredictabilities of its forms at the expense of the skein of shared fea-
tures that bind us with these forms of complexity to the underlying environment that the Universe pro-
vides. The study of human actions, human minds and human creativity has been quick to see complexity,








































With the darkness comes the importance of fire; flickering flames still fascinate us. The fire was the fo-
cus of the life after dark, offering warmth and safety, fellowship and light. It inflames strong emotions -
positive and negative -by its paradoxical offerings of comfort and danger. This odd mixture of fear and
fascination appears elsewhere. Large animals are strangely attractive, yet threatening. Large animals
were once both a danger and a ready source of abundant food. Our instinctive attraction to them, tem-
pered by fear and respect, looks like a remnant of the reaction that increased the likelihood of survival, as








????devastatingly/ enoumously/ achingly/ killingly/ perishingly/ devilishly
surprising/non factual?intensifying
????surprisingly/ amazingly/ unbelievably/ unbelievingly/ incredibly/ fabulously
?????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????devastat-
ingly cute/ surprisingly beautiful?????????????????????????????
?????????????????
Freud????????? Das Unheimlichen?The Uncanny????????????????????
????????? unheimlich???????????? unhomely??????????heimlich
???? familiar, native, belonging to the home????????????????????????
????????????????? Freud????????Something has to be added to what is









































????????????????????Freud? uncanny??????“that species of the fright-
ening that goes back to what was once well known and had long been familiar”?ibid.:????.???????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
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Expressions with the English Prefix un- that Are Not Antonyms:
A Focus on the Asymmetricity of Canny and Uncanny
Nami ARIMITSU?
This paper analyzes the asymmetrical interpretations of the English adjectives, canny and uncanny. When the English prefix
un- is added to a word, it generally acquires an oppositional meaning. However, the pair canny and uncanny seems to be an
exception. The meaning of canny pertains to intelligence or leverness. On the other hand, uncanny has a more complex range
of meanings. Uncanny can convey both evaluatively/emotionally negative (e-neg) as well as positive (e-pos). This paper
firstly classifies the historical origins of the various meanings of these two words. It then points out possible motives motiva-
tions for the semantic changes from these words have undergone from negative to positive. Finally, it employs related con-
cepts by Barrow (1995, 2005, 2011), Freud (1919) and Mori (1970), reanalyzing and clarifying the idea of uncanniness in
light of those views in order to understand the interpretations of the complex and morphologically self-contradicting word
“uncanny.”
Keywords : semantic change, antonyms, semantic evaluations, uncanniness, subjectification
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